EXPERIMENTS   IN   OPPOSITION
mentary duties with a firm resolve. It was uphill work. The
Labour Government's foreign policy continued to flourish
and Henderson was all the while reinforced with brilliant
back-bench support. Once again it was domestic affairs which
slid away from its grasp. From the very beginning the finan-
cial situation was serious. Unemployment increased, revenue
fell. Churchill's de-rating scheme, which had had such a cold
reception when the Conservatives were in power, laid heavy
burdens for his successor at the Exchequer. The result was
that Snowden had to face a prospective deficit of forty-seven
millions in his first Budget. Additions to income tax, the tax
on beer, super-tax, and death duties met immediate needs.
But his stern financial orthodoxy earned him few thanks.
The Right screamed for Protection, the Left for public works.
Conservative speakers referred to him as having a mind that
went back to 1880, but for Eden that was several centuries too
forward; he thought the Chancellor of the Exchequer had a
medieval mind. He would have made an admirable minister
for the Medici. He could have applied the thumbscrew, the
rack and the stake ruthlessly and happily in the cause of * the
fiscal bigotry ' he so consistently maintained.
Eden then went on—in the case of this, particular Budget
debate—to make a very frank admission about the attitude of
himself and his generation to the historic controversy of Free
Trade versus Protection. * Perhaps it is true of the younger
members,* he confessed, * certainly the younger members of
our party, that -we are merely opportunists in these fiscal
matters. I, personally, am prepared to plead guilty to the
charge. It seems to me that tihe only useful test which can be
applied in these fiscal controversies which have no academic
interest whatever, is the result which is actually achieved.*
This was one of the reasons why the Liberal Party was slowly
but steadily fading away. He did not believe that the younger
generation, which had no recollection of the great fiscal con-
troversies of the early days of the century, was in the least
interested in the Chancellor's doctrines when they were clearly
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